
Route 10 

Radley College and round, or on to Sugworth Lane and back via Sunningwell, 

or further to Bagley Wood, Kennington  and Chandlings for the longer route. 

All routes 

Left out of Tilsley Park and along the path, turning left at the end. Up the slope 

towards the A34 bridge, but turn right down the steps, and follow the footpath 

through to Lodge Hill. Cross the road and take the path along to Radley 

College.   

Short run (5.7km/ 3.6 miles) 

When you get to the grounds go as far as the tree with the low 

branch, loop round there and come back along the track to the old 

A34. Turn left down Lodge Hill, right at the roundabout, and along 

Dunmore Road.  

Medium run (8.9km/ 5.5 miles) 

Go through the grounds through the archway, down the drive. Left 

at the road then left through a gate. Up the hill and pick up the 

path through the woods. 

Follow the path through the woods keeping near the left edge of 

the woods with school fields on your left, then exit the woods along 

a track and across the field to Sugworth Lane. 

Turn left at Sugworth Lane and cross the A34. At the old A34, cross 

the road towards Sunningwell. When you reach the corner turn left 

along Pen Lane and follow track back up over the A34 Tilsley Park.  

 



Long Run (10.7km/ 6.6 miles) 

Cross Sugworth Lane and continue through the woods. You come 

onto Kennington recreation ground. Continue across the edge of 

this and into the woods again. The track comes onto Bagley Wood 

Road between Kennington and the old A34. Turn left and go across 

the old A34.   

Cross over, taking the footpath just right and nearly opposite. 

Follow that through to Chandlings, across a little wooden bridge, 

and on, coming out on the corner between Bayworth and 

Sunningwell.   

Turn left, and left again at the triangle, into Green Lane.  Turn right 

at the end, then left into the track (Penn Lane) going down to the 

bridge over the A34 turning right back to Tilsley Park.  

 

 


